
A Raisin in the Sun  
Performances and Statements 

 
For the next week,	you will prepare for a performance of a scene you chose from Raisin in 

the Sun. You’ll bring the passage to life for your audience, and then reflect in writing on 
how your dramatic experience enhances your understanding of the characters, conflicts, 

themes, and setting of the play. 

 
As a group, you will be responsible for: 

 completing the preliminary questions 
 assigning acting roles and directing roles 
 working together to create effective blocking, character interaction, 

accurate interpretation of stage directions 
§ you are allowed to cut lines from especially long speeches if the play can “survive” without 

them 
 finding appropriate costumes and props (see me for help!) 
 creating a playbill for your performance 

§ it has a cover that offers a visual argument of the part of the scene you are performing and looks like 
a playbill 

§ it lists the characters and who is playing them 

As an individual you will be responsible for: 

 being in class on performance day and communicating with your group 
 completing either the actor preparation form or the director preparation form 
 (director only) writing your introduction speech 
 (actor only) practicing (memorizing?) lines and rehearsing your scene 

with blocking 
 completing the individual reflection form 
 completing a group evaluation form 

YOU WILL RECEIVE THREE GRADES: 

 group grade for overall performances (35 points) 
 individual grade for pre- and post-performance work (30 points) 
 grade from your group for personal contributions (10 points)     

 

                                       * 

               group preliminary work 
 

1. Name your acting troupe. Choose a scene from the play. About 6-8 pages should work. Consider the importance 
of the scene and the number of actors you will need—your scene must have at least three actors with lines. Our 
class may not double-up on scenes, so first come, first serve. J 
 

2. Review your scene and list: 
a. tell me who is playing which roles (at least one student must be a “director”/you may double-up on 

acting roles if it makes sense), also note which students will be understudy if an actor is gone on 
performance day (likely a director) 

b. and which props/costumes you will need to find for your performances. 
 

3. Write a summary of your assigned pages and list the primary conflicts that appear in this scene. Justify why you 
chose this scene. 
 

4. On your own: print the pages of your scene from the PDF. Annotate those pages.  



individual preparation questions 
 
if you are an ACTOR, please complete the following on a separate, typed 
document before and during rehearsal week: 

review the following for your character, and tell me, in about two pages: 
 

1. what do they look like and sound like? (quote passages from anywhere in the play)  
2. in a full paragraph: what are their internal and external conflicts in this scene? what are their internal and 

external conflicts in the overall play? 
3. list three adjectives that explain your character’s behavior/attitude in this scene. 

a. how will you show the audience that behavior? (how will you use gestures? when and 
where will you raise or lower your voice in this scene or vary pacing of your lines in this 
scene?) offer and explain three specific, directly quoted examples (see your annotations) 

4. explain your blocking in this scene—when will you move, and why?  
5. what will you do to prepare for this role?  

 
if you are a DIRECTOR, please complete the following on a separate, typed 
document: 

review the following for your scene and in about two pages: 
 

1. sketch your scene—draw what you think your set will look like, show me where the characters will 
stand, and use arrows to show how they will move around the stage throughout the scene. 

a. then, type: which stage directions are important for this scene? how will you incorporate them 
into your performance? Quote two directions and explain.  

2. list each of the characters in this scene and briefly explain what their primary conflicts are and how they 
change in this scene. 

3. tell me more about your process in staging—are characters fighting? are they standing close to each 
other? why? do they move closer or apart? why? 

4. you must do MORE than simply read the scene and be literal—you get directorial license. what did 
you ADD to the scene that wasn’t already there to make it fit your understanding of the play? (e.g. 
props, blocking, cutting lines or adding a few) why did you do this? 
 

5. write a half-page-ish speech that you will read to introduce the scene to the class.  Your speech will 
start: ladies and gentlemen, thank you for attending our performance of Raisin in the Sun this 
morning/afternoon. Our acting troupe [name troupe] is pleased to have [list students’ names and the roles 
they are playing] for this portion of the show. In this scene, you will see [summarize characters and conflicts 
in the scene]. This scene helps us understand many themes present in Raisin in the Sun, such as [list themes we 
see present in this scene]. Our Playbill cover [hold up Playbill] looks like [describe cover] because [explain 
why you made that cover.] Enjoy the show! 

 
a. if you have more than one director, divide and conquer the above. all directors must speak.  

 
*directors may have to play the role of understudy if an actor is gone on performance day.  

 

 

 



individual reflection questions 
all students, regardless of role, must: 

 Collaborate with the group to come up with a general concept for the Playbill. The Playbill cover 
should represent their particular scene and its conflicts. The cover should use symbolism, color, and 
imagery to help the audience understand that conflict.  

After your performance, do the following on your own: 

1. Write a brief paragraph that reviews why your group designed the Playbill how you did. 
 

2. How did preparing and presenting this scene help you better understand that scene and character 
itself? Did you emotionally relate to characters or understand something new about them you 
hadn’t grasped in our first reading of the play?  
 

3. How does Raisin in the Sun fit into this course (American Literature) as a whole? What does it help 
you understand about the American Dream/how might it connect to any of the novels we’ve read 
this year? Compare/contrast to the other literature we have read in this course. 

 
4. What does Raisin in the Sun help you understand about the country today? What issues are we 

dealing with today that are similar to the play? Be specific. Name literal issues (i.e., not just the 
term “racism”). 

 
5. Which students/groups do you feel (not in your group) did the best job at interpreting their 

assigned portion of the play? How/why? 
 
6. Group evaluation: List your group members (including you) and give me a brief explanation of 

their contribution to your work on this project. Please keep these reflections to yourself. If you had 
to grade each of your group members (including yourself) out of ten points, what grade would you 
assign? 

 

 
I will use the rubric below to evaluate your group overall performance and playbill, 
and you will receive an individual grade based on the preparation and reflection 

questions and on the assigned grade from your groupies, which I will collect in one 
document at the end of the whole thing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



group performance rubric 
 
 

 playbill 
the group created a beautiful, thoughtful playbill cover that uses visual argument to help us 
understand the conflicts of their particular scene and uses symbolism, color, and imagery to convey 
that conflict. The group worked together on the conceptual design. Creativity and effort and 
quality. 
 

    _____/10 
 
 

 
 quality of setting, props, & costumes 

the entire group has contributed to creating a realistic set, realistic props (not construction paper, not 
substitutes), and full, realistic costumes—every group member contributes to this professionalism. 
 

_____/10 
 
 
 

 quality of acting, blocking, & movement in the scene 
the entire group, under the directors’ instructions, adequately designs and implements blocking, 
gestures, and movement in this scene in a relevant and purposeful way—there must be movement 
and not just sitting and reading lines; actors know their lines well and have rehearsed, and directors 
have practice their speeches beforehand. The scene is polished. 
 

_____/15 
 
 
 

 performance fail 
was everyone here and were you all ready to go? 
 

               Yes            No 
 
 

                                                                           group total _____/35 
 
 
 

forthcoming points: your own preparation and reflection questions (30 points); 
your group’s assigned grades (10 points) 
 

© Jean Prokott.  


